Special Exception Amendment
SEA 82-S-097-02

Applicant: MCDONALD'S CORPORATION
Accepted: 12/03/2014
Proposed: AMEND SEA 82-S-097 PREVIOUSLY APPROVED FOR FAST FOOD RESTAURANT TO PERMIT SITE MODIFICATIONS IN A HIGHWAY CORRIDOR OVERLAY DISTRICT

Area: 1.06 AC OF LAND; DISTRICT - BRADDOCK
Zoning Dist Sect: 07-060706-0304
Located: 6219 ROLLING ROAD, SPRINGFIELD, VA 22152

Zoning: PRC- C
Plan Area: 4,
Overlay Dist: HC
Map Ref Num: 079-3- /08/ /0005A2 /08/
/0005B4079-3- /08/ /0005A2 /08/ /0005B4